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I welcome this very timely, and many I say, overdue, opportunity to debate and discuss 

our aid arrangements with Australia.  

It is timely because the national government itself is proposing a wide ranging, "no holds 

barred" review of our largest aid arrangement. It is overdue because the review should 

have happened some years ago - not only in Australia's interests. But in Papua New 

Guinea's interest as well.  

I have noted one or two comments that we need to be "careful" in pursuing this issue in an 

open and robust way. Nonsense. 

The one thing we must not fear in any review is an examination of our capacity to 

implement and manage aid programs. We already know we have deep-seated, significant 

problems in that regard, problems the Somare/Marat government is committed to 

addressing and resolving. 

There would be no leader in our political process in recent years who has been more 

critical of our aid system - the levels of aid we secure, the areas we allocate it to. And how 

effectively we implement aid programs and spend funds - than I have been. 

The Prime Minister and cabinet have now given me the opportunity to translate my 

concerns and that of the government into action.  While this begins with our aid 

arrangements with Australia, it must not end there. We need an across-the-board review 

of aid in all its forms - so that we maximize for the benefit of the five and a half million 

people of Papua New Guinea the aid we receive. 

This review will cause some domestic political and bureaucratic embarrassment. So be it, 

for we have clearly under  performed in the level and range of aid we have secured, and in 

how we have implemented aid funds and programs. 

But that is not really at the heart of the current debate concerning our aid arrangements 



with Australia.  

Our aid arrangements with Australia are governed by a development co -operation 

treaty..........underpinned by the joint declaration of principles governing relations between 

Australia and Papua New Guinea signed by Prime Ministers Hawke and Wingti in 1987. 



Successive governments in both countries have followed the JDP. It oversaw the shift from 

budget support to program aid , including the timetable for the ending of budget-agreed to 

when I was Prime Minister in 1990.  

Unlike some of our bi-lateral and multi-lateral aid arrangements, the develo pment 

co-operation funding we receive from Australia is, for the most part, managed by the 

Australian government and its contractors. 

The perception that the bulk of the K700 million aid program is managed and 

implemented by the Papua New Guinea government  and our agencies is wrong. 

I have read in sections of the Australian media that one of the reasons for Australia's 

current attitude is that aid money might be used "corruptly".......... The implication being 

that any corruption is occurring at the end of the process. 

Those making this claim do not understand the very nature of the aid arrangements. 

Let me deal briefly with the way Australian add is determined and implemented. 

While there is dialogue and broad agreement on the priority areas for aid program s, now 

determined on a sector wide basis - the current priorities being strengthening governance 

(law and justice), improving social indicators, (health and education),  building prospects 

for sustainable economic growth, (infrastructure and rural development) and 

consolidating the Bougainville peace process - the actual management of aid programs is 

substantially vested in the Australian government, its agencies and contractors. 

In terms of management and administration of the aid program, Ausaid operates its aid 

program without substantive involvement by the Papua New Guinea government.  This is 

because much of the aid is actually implemented through commercial contracts with  

Australian  management contractors (AMC) and consultants and period contracts chosen 

by Ausaid. 



In other words, the actual management of most aid programs does not occur at 

government level, as it happens for example with European Union aid funds. 

The period contracts granted by Ausaid give AMC exclusive operational rights over the 

period of their contract to incept, design, implement and monitor project activities. 

So the "corruption" argument as it applies to Australian aid is a red herring, or if 

corruption is occurring, then it is occurring because Ausaid and its managers are not 

preventing it. 

So let me summarise how our current aid arrangements with Australia work in practice. 

Much of the annual funding is actually administered by Australian-based managers and 

consultants. It is not management or monitored by our planning and rural development 

department or any other national government agency. 

It is largely a private sector managed program - not a government to government program 

as it occurs with other aid programs. 

As a result, it is inevitable that commercial interests often take precedence over program 

outcomes. It is even true that commercial interests and contract performance outcomes can 

undermine our expected development outcomes. 

This has had the highly undesirable consequence in institutional strengthening projects of 

ineffective and unsustainable capacity building - especially in the police department and 

civil aviation. 

Let me give you just one example.  In recent years, Ausaid has sought to install computers 

and it resources in various agencies, including the police.  This may have benefited 

Australian it suppliers - but it is hardly our greatest need in policing. 

Those of you in the business sector, or the wider community, rightly concerned about our 

crime levels will hardly gain comfort from the knowledge that our police force has had 



modern it resources installed as a high priority law enforcement, crime reduction activity 

thanks to Australian aid. 

I would have thought the training of beat police, and resourcing rural police stations with 

basic equipment, for example, would have been a much more valuable contribution! 

The fact that the Ausaid program is managed by private Australian contractors brings me 

to what I regard as a central point in this whole debate. 

The whole purpose of this debate, and the review of the aid arrangements we have 

proposed, ought to be to achieve one overriding objective - to ensure that our aid 

arrangements with Australia strengthen our most important bi-lateral relationship.  

That is the first goal. The second, and related goal, needs to be to ensure that maximum 

benefit flow from this very substantial, generous aid program to the five and a half men, 

women and children of Papua New Guinea. 

The reason why I believe a review is timely, even overdue, is that I am far from sure either 

objective is being met by the current aid arrangements and programs. 

I do not believe corruption is the real issue. I do not believe misuse of funds is the issue 

either. 

The real issue centres on what proportion of our largest aid program is actually spent in 

Papua New Guinea to achieve the objectives of the program set out most recently in the 

2003-2004 Australian budget. 

I have already outlined these objectives in their sectoral context. But the overall objective 

or goal must be to ensure the Australian people get maximum value for their generous aid 

program, and the people of Papua New Guinea get maximum benefit from it.  

These ought not be competing goals or objectives.  Indeed, they ought to compliment one 

another. 



In addressing this issue a few facts, so far not widely known or even disclosed, must be 

established. 

The first is what percentage of the k700 million aid program is actually spent in 

Australia......... On management, on contractors, consultancies, suppliers and so on. 

I do not know that figure, but we are working on establishing it. 

We do know, as Foreign Minister Downer has conceded, that around 80 per cent of the aid 

program benefits Australian contractors, suppliers, managers and so on. 

That figure might seem high - but is not a problem if the greater proportion of that 80 per 

cent is actually spent in Papua New Guinea.  It is probably an inevitable figure given the 

current way the Ausaid program is managed - essentially by an Australian management 

company. 

What we do not really know, I am told, is exactly how much of the K700 million ever 

reaches Papua New Guinea...........but goes directly on goods and services in Australia. 

I am sure the Australian people would be as interested in that figure as we are.......because 

I believe the Australian people have an expectation their aid money is actually being used 

in Papua New Guinea to enhance living standards, ensure economic stability, and to 

broadly strengthen the bi-lateral relationship. 

So the review needs to start with the basics. It should not be sidetracked by 

unsubstantiated claims of corruption and misuse surrounding the total aid program. 

There will be powerful and vested interests who will oppose a thorough, joint review of 

the total program, but I am confident our Australian counterparts will see the wisdom in 

that approach - an approach entirely consistent with the development co-operation treaty, 

and the original joint declaration of principles. 

While I do not want to cover all the areas a joint review needs to address, there are two or 



three points which need to be made. 

Firstly, I believe the Papua New Guinea-Australia relationship needs to be the real 

beneficiary from whatever we do. 

It is our most important bilateral relationship - it needs to be conducted robustly, and it 

needs to be regularly reviewed as priorities and the individual interests of each country 

change. 

The key consideration must not be the monetary value of the aid we receive, but the value 

that aid adds to the sectors in Papua New Guinea it targets......... And, in that regard, 

surely  

Enhancing living standards and economic opportunity, as well as political stability and 

national and regional security, ought to be the benchmarks. 

Good governance, or strengthening governance, is already included in the agreed funding 

priority areas........ .but I am not sure some leaders in Canberra are fully aware of that fact. 

I have real concerns about the value we get out of the aid we receive - and the value the 

Australian people get for the aid they give us. The value will not change just by shifting 

one or two priorities - it will change only if we jointly assess, and where necessary correct, 

the way aid programs are developed, funded and implemented overall. 

So the review we have proposed needs to have a hard and honest look at the whole 

structure - and the key role being played by Australian management contractors, and by 

consultants and contractors it appoints, in every aspect of the aid program. 

The review should consider whether or not more of the program, if not most of the 

program, was managed and implemented on a government-to-government basis.......with 

appropriate involvement by churches, NGO's and the private sector, as is increasingly 

occurring with other donor country and agency aid arrangements. 

We will never fully develop our own implementation capacity, or monitoring capacity, if 



our largest aid program is effectively managed from Canberra or Melbourne by a highly 

paid firm not accountable to the Papua New Guinea government in any way. 

Secondly, I am concerned that Papua New Guinea companies -some of whom, by the way, 

are managed and staffed by Australians - have great difficulty tendering for Ausaid 

funded projects. 

Let me give one example. I know of one construction company which frequently gained 

Australian aid funded contracts while it was Australian owned. Now it is nationally 

owned, it has great difficulty doing so. 

We do not even want the lions share of Ausaid projects for national companies - just a fair 

share, or even a fair opportunity to tender for them. 

That ought to be in Australia's interests, given that economic growth is one of the sectors 

being funded under the existing programs. Economic growth depends as much as 

anything on a growing private sector in Papua New Guinea, and, importantly, 

employment growth in Papua New Guinea. 

I acknowledge that the PNG incentive fund is assisting our private sector, but we need to 

ensure our companies get a reasonable opportunity to tender for aid-funded projects so 

that development of our private sector contributes to the sustainable economic growth the 

development co -operation program is committed to supporting. 

Finally, and perhaps I should have made this point first of all, our approach and 

Australia's approach, ought to be consistent with the joint declaration of principles, an d 

the latest development co -operation treaty signed by Prime Minister Morauta and Prime 

Minister Howard under those principles in 1999. 

Right throughout the JDP and the treaty the word "joint” appears......."jointly programmed 

aid", "Joint Consultation", "Joint Reviews", and importantly, a co-operative or "Joint" 

approach to the development and monitoring of performance benchmarks. There is even 



provision for a "joint" approach to resolving difficulties and differences! 

We have a mature, and robust relationship. The development co-operation program is an 

important part of the relationship, but not the only part. It needs to support and 

strengthen the total government to government, business to business, people to people 

relationships, which underpin the link s between neighbours and friends. 

The Somare/Marat government is strongly committed to a joint review - and a joint 

review into all aspects of the aid relationship. 

I hope our Australian friends will recognize that such an approach is in the best interests 

of both our countries, and peoples. 

The goal must be as I said at the very beginning - to ensure this important part of our 

bilateral relationship grows, matures, and is above all else mutually beneficial. 

I do not believe the existing arrangements meet that goal anywhere near adequately. 

In taking part in the review we will be open to suggestions about fundamental changes..... 

But fundamental changes which advance and mature the relationship, not take it back to 

the colonial era as one of the proposals already flagged would do. 

Prior to the review, the debate we are having is necessary and welcome. 

The debate can include a frank assessment of our own record in securing aid, and 

managing aid programs, from the diverse range of donors who are our development 

partners. 

But the specific debate about Australian aid needs to strengthen our most important, and 

longest, bilateral relationship. That means both sides need to be open about the strengths, 

and weaknesses, of the aid program. 



My contribution to the debate, as the minister charged by the prime minister and the 

cabinet with advancing the process, will work from that basis. 

At the end of the process the outcome we should all seek is an aid treaty or agreement that 

is contemporary, relevant, and mutually beneficial. I do not believe those are demanding 

or impossible goals at all.  

I look forward to your contribution today, and in the weeks ahead. 

I hope our Australian friends and counterparts will appreciate the commonsense and the 

wisdom of the approach I have outlined and that the real winners from the process will be 

the 20 million Australians who generously give us aid support. And the five and a half 

million Papua New Guineans who deserve to gain maximum benefit from it. 


